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About This Game

Perspectrum is a 2-D puzzle platformer developed by indie game developer ProudMom Games. Players take the role of the Tall
Stranger, a being who has awakened with the power to use ancient fountains to change the elements of the world. The stranger

must use spirit fragments scattered throughout the various levels to bring the mountain back to life. The game includes an
overworld and five dungeons, each introducing it's own unique mechanic to help collect more spirit fragments.

Features

Switch between four elements - Water, Ice, Lava, and Acid - through various switches and enemies to solve various
challenges

Unique, evocative atmosphere throughout every area

Conquer five dungeons, each with their own unique mechanic

Interact with various villagers within the town area and learn their backstories

Enjoy an original soundtrack composed specifically for this game

Multiple endings available, depending on the number of spirit fragments the player collects

Post-ending dungeon challenges including element-specific fragments
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Available on Windows, Mac, and Linux
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Title: Perspectrum
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
ProudMom Games
Publisher:
Vandalia Softworks
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Dual core 2GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 210 MB available space

English
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